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R elations are studied between values of reduced moment of inertia I red of a sys.Fem consisting 
of a rigid frame and one asymmetric top evaluated within the exact approach and within simpler 
models of one symmetrical top and of two coaxial tops with particular respect to situation in the 
isomeric van der Waals molecules HF.ClF and CIF.HF. It has been shown that replacement 
of the exact approach by the model of two coaxial tops is generally more acceptable physically 
than that by the model of symmetrical top. For the both isomeric complexes, the error intro
duced by the coaxial tops approach is a lways lower than that introduced by transition to the second 
of the two basis sets (4-31G and 4-31G*) recently used for the study of structure of the com
plexes. Reevaluation of thermodynamics of this isomeric system usin g the exact approach for Ired 

has been carried out, and the problem of relative stabilities has been analyzed. According to the 
presented 4-31G* theoretical results, the HF.CIF isomer predominates completely in the equi
librium mixture of the two isomers up to the temperature of 40 K at least, their equimolecular 
ratio being not attained until at 90 K. Above this temperature, the ClF.HF isomer becomes rela
tively more abundant (even though not completely predominant) component of the equilibrium 
mixture. The paper gives proof of independence between Ired and the frame-top assignment. 
Inaccuracy in former Ired values and in thermodynamic characteristics of CI 2 S2 are pointed 
out as a byproduct. 

Quantum-chemical studies of molecular complexes, especially of the van der Waals 
molecules, abandon, at the present time, the description in terms of minima at the 
interaction energy hypersurface and their structural characteristics and tend to use 
the description in terms of partition functions. Thus former statements about energy 
of molecular complexes are replaced by theoretically generated information about 
their thermodynamics (e.g., refs3 ,4). This change is accompanied by increasing interest 
in studies of movements (especially intermolecular) in molecular complexes which 
form a basis for construction of partition functions. In most van der Waals mole
cules, there are (among vibrational int.ermolecular normal modes) torsional modes 

Part XIII in the series: Multi-Molecular Clusters and Their Isomerism; Parts XI, XII, see 
refs! ,2. 
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of extremely low vibration frequencies (refsS,G), which means that from physical 
point of view a more justified description7

,8 of this motion can be that using the 
partition function of free or restricted internal rotation (rather than that using the 
partition function of harmonic oscillator). The theory of partition function of internal 
rotation was elaborated in classical papers by Pitzer and coworkers 9 

- 11 beginning 
from the case of a rigid frame with attached symmetrical tops9, continuing through 
the case of asymmetric tops attached to a rigid frame! 0, and ending with a general 
formalized procedure for compound rotation 11. 

1n the case of study of the van der Waals molecules, the partition function in ques
tion is usually that of free internal rotation of a single top 7 ,8 . Recently, this way 
was used for evaluation 12 of thermodynamics of partial formation of isomeric 
molecular complexes HF.CIF and CIF.HF using an approximation of partition 
function of free internal rotation according to ref. 13 • The work12 was followed by an 
evaluation2 of overall thermodynamics of the HF-CIF system formation describing 
the internal rotation with the use of the model of two symmetrical coaxial tops 14 , 15. 

This paper continues the study ofthe problems posed in refs 2 
,12 , carrying out an ana

lysis of consequences of various approximations of internal rotation for description 
of thermodynamics of van def Waals systems, especially the consequences for rela
tions between the two isomeric structures in the HF-CIF system. 

CALCULATIONS 

Definitions and description of treatment. The reduced moment of inertia I::J of a single asym
metric top G 2 attached to a rigid frame G 1 is given as follows. Let the given molecule of mass 1\1 
has the principal central moments of inertia Ii and the principal central axes 1, 2, 3 of 
rotation intersecting at the centre of gravity (all the atoms are presumed to be in their equi
librium positions). The perpendicular axes x, y, z of the top are defined in such way that the 
internal rotation axis is denoted as z, the x axis crosses the centre of gravity of the top, and the y 

axis is chosen to make the orientation of the top axes (x, y, z) and molecular axes (1,2, 3) identical 
(either right-handed or left-handed). Let the quantities Ai t (i = 1,2,3; t = x, y, z) denote the 
direction cosines between the axes of the top and the princi'pal axes of the whole system, Finally, 
r" rz and r3 are components on the principal axes of the vector from the centre of gravity of the 
molecule (i.e., origin of the set of 1, 2, 3 axes) to the origin of the x, y, z coordinate system of the 
top. Then, the reduced moment of inertia reads as follows 10: 

3 

I~:~ = A - L «A i ,yU)2 jM + pnI i ), 
i=l 

(1) 

where U denotes the so called off-balance factor (2), and the terms Pi are given by Eq. (3), 

(2) 

(3) 

with the indexes i - I and i + 1 referring to cyclic shifts of the principal axes (e.g., if i = 1, then 
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i - I = 3; if i = 3, then i + I = 1). Let the mass and the coordinates (in the x, y, Z coordinate 
system) of the k-th atom of the top be denoted by the symbols m k and xk' Yk' zk' respectively, 
and let the factors A, B , C be given by Eqs (4)-(6), respectively. 

A = L mk(x~ + yb 
keG2 

B = L mkxkzk 
keG 2 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

For stabilized asymmetric top (the axis of internal rotation coincides with a principal central 
axis of the top) or for symmetrical top, Eq . (1) is reduced to a simpler form9

: 

3 

I~n = A - L A Z A;,z/Ii • (7) 
i=1 

If the axis of internal rotation represents not only the symmetry axis of the top Gz but also that 
of the rigid frame G 1 (and, hence, that of the whole molecule), then the system is transformed 
into a special case of two (symmetrical) coaxial tops14 ,15 for which Eqs (1) or (7) are further 
reduced to Eq. (8): 

(8) 

where A 1 and A z denote the moments of inertia of the groups Gland G z, respectively, around 
the axis of internal rotation (cf. Eq. (4». 

Frame-top assignment. For usual organic molecules it is mostly evident16 ,17 which of their 
parts represent the rigid frame and the top. This intuitive difference disappears in molecular 
complexes formed by two components involving few atoms (or even by two biatomic molecules). 
A problem thus appears (to the author's knowledge - not solved explicitely so far) whether 
o r not the two possible frame-top assignments to the components of these complexes will result 
in different I!:J values. The classical rotational kinetic energy T of the system is given1 

0, t 8 

by Eq. (9), where Wi are components of an effective angular velocity related by Eq. (10) to compo
nents w? of the instantaneous angular velocity of the system of the principal central axes of the 
whole molecule fixed in the rigid frame G 1 with respect to a reference set of axes fixed in space, and 
to the angular velocity <P of the top G z with respect to the rigid frame G l ' Let now the component 
G 2 represent (in a situation otherwise equivalent dynamically) the rigid frame, G 1 being the tope. 
The quantities T, Ii and Ai z are not affected by this internal change of the assignment conven
tion; the G 1 top rotates ~ith respect to the Gz rigid frame with angular velocity - <P, and the 
OJ? term of Eq. (10) is replaced by (OJ? + Ai,z<P); values of the other terms of Eqs (9) and 
(10) are denoted with apostrophe for this new frame-top assignment, e.g .: 

3 

T = t L IiOJf + ·YJ:J<pz 
, (9) 

i = l 

(10) 

(11) 
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Comparison of the expressions (9) for the two cases gives finally the identity (12) which must 
apply to all choices of W? 

3 

L I j{2w?q,(PJIj + Pi /Ij - Aj ,z) + q,2[(P;/I j)2 - (Pi/Ij - Aj,z)2J) = q,2(I:~d) - I::J) 
i = 1 (12) 

Hence 

(13) 

which leads immediately to the identity I;~~) = I;:J . Thus the I::J value is invariant with respect 
to choice of the frame-top assignment to individual sections of the molecule. 

A certain ambiguity is introduced in the definition of top and rigid frame by the atoms lying 
at the axis of internal rotation . However, an analogous reasoning based again on the expression 
(9) for kinetic energy can easily verify that the I,<:l value does not depend on distribution of these 
atoms between the rigid-frame and the top sections of the molecule. The both mentioned types 
of invariance can be used for simplification of data preparation before calculation of I~~~ . 

Thermodynamic calculations. The reduced moments of inertia calculated in the above-mentioned 
way serve in (his report for construction of the usual classical partition function of free inter
nal rotation (e.g., ref.l?); partition functions of the other motions are constructed in terms of the 
conventional approximation!? of rigid rotator and harmonic oscillator. Isomerism of reaction 
component, i.e. transition from partial to overall thermodynamic characteristics, is taken into 
account by means of weighting treatment4

,19. Throughout the paper the set of fundamental 
physical constants20 and atomic masses21 are employed. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It is recommended to simplify the calculation of reduced moment of inertia in the 
case of a single asymmetric top (especially for groups with a small off-balance fac
tor9 ,10) by applying the same procedure as in the case of symmetrical top; further 
simplification is achieved by the treatment of asymmetric top in terms of two co
axial tops (refs2,20). With the aim of systematic evaluation of behaviour of all three 
approximations, we chose a set of ten molecules (involving three van der Waals 
molecules) exhibiting one internal-rotational degree of freedom, one of the rotating 
groups - at least - being of the type of asymmetric top. Table I summarizes the 
I,ed values calculated for these systems by the approximations (1), (7), and (8). The 
used structural characteristics of most members of this set of molecules are derived 
from experiment or trom assessment, except for the isomeric complexes CIF.HF and 
HF.CIF whose geometry parameters were taken from the quantum-chemical study12 

carried out in terms of the ab initio SCF approach within 4-31G and 4-31G* basis 
sets. From Table I it is seen that (except for the HF.ClF, HCI2C-CClH2 , and Cl2S2 

systems) the I~~~ values are very close to I~~~ values: for calculation of thermodynamic 
characteristics of these seven systems it would be quite sufficient to replace the reduced 
moment of inertia determined in the approach of one asymmetric top by mere ap
proximation of two coaxial tops. Behaviour of I~~~ (as compared with I~:~) of HF.CIF, 
HCI 2C-CClH2 , and Cl2S2 is surprisingly uniform: for all the three systems the 1,<~J 
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value is approximately twice as high as the reference value J~~~ . Whether or not the 
calculation of reduced moment of inertia of a molecule with one asymmetric top 
can be approximated by treatment in terms of two coaxial tops, it is generally de
termined by mutual relations of all the parameters appearing in formulas for de
termination of I~:~. It is, of course, obvious that a considerable difference between 
the Jr(;'J and J~~~ can be expected with systems having a relatively large value of the 
off-balance factor U for at least one of the two possible frame-top assignments. 

TABLE I 

Reduced moments of inertia Ired (in 10- 39 g cm 2
) of selected systems calculated by asymmetric 

top (l;:~), two coaxial tops (l;~~) and sy mmetric top (J;~1) approximations 
----- ---- --- -------- .-- ..• ---- --~-----

lui Source of 
System I(a) ft c) ]( s )b structural 10- 31 g cma ,b red red r ed -. 

data 
.. _ ._-----_._-- ------------.-.- .-- --- -------_._--_. 

ClF.HF O'022e 0'00282" 0·00291 e 0'00291 e ref. 12 

8'61 e - 43'6e 

0'019d 0'00206d 0'00213d 0'00213d 

9'57d - 42'6d 

(HzOh 0·155 0·0823 0·0857 0·0832 ref. 7 

0·083 0·0802 

HF.ClF O·llOe 0 '00662e 0'0126e 0'00633e ref. 12 

0'300e 0'0123e 

0·143d 0'0168d 0'0310d O'OI92d 

0-494d 0'0296d 

CH3 0H 0·149 0·0998 0·107 0·107 ref. 23 

0 0'0998" 

H2 0 2 0·158 0·0703 0·0750 0·0697 rer,24 

HD02 0·159 0·0917 0·101 0·0943 ref. zs 

0'318 0·0751 

HN03 0·161 0·142 0·151 0·151 ref26 

0 0·142" 

C6 HsSH 0·219 0·273 0·28 1 0·281 ref. 27 

0'273 e 

HCI 2 C- CClH z 9·54 4·91 10·9 8·64 ref. Z8 

9·17 2·27 

Cl 2 S2 11-4 5·76 11·1 1·56 ref. 22 

a Off-balance factor, see Eq . (2). b The upper line - the lighter group considered as a top, the 
lower line - the heavier group considered as a top (points on the axis of internal rotation ignored). 
c 4- 31 G basis set values. d 4-31 G* basis set values. e Exactly equal to I;~~, a consequence of sym
metry of the top. 
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However, it should be stressed that relatively high value of I Ul is not a necessary 
prerequisi te for such a difference between ll(:~ and 1 :~~, and, moreover, it even does not 
represent a sufficient condition. This conclusion can be documented by some examples 
of Table 1. Thus e.g. HF.CIF belongs (especially so if the H atom is denoted as the 
top) to systems having the lowest values of lUi factor among the set considered, 
but, nevertheless, it belongs to the three critical systems for which the approximation 
of I ;~ll value by l;~~ value fa ils. If, on the contra ry, the CI atom is taken as the top 
in CIF.HF, then the lUi factor is comparable with ~he values of HCI 2C-CClH 2 

or C1 2 S2 , the agreement between I~:~ and n~~ being perfect all the same. These results 
obtained for the van der Waals molecules show that the problem of possibility 
of approximation of the 1 r~J calculation by simpler models cannot be reduced to the 
criterion of values of the off-balance factor U. 

The data of Table I also lead to an unexpected result when comparing quality 
of I i~'J and I :~lJ. J t must be ad mitted that, except for CIF. HF system, all the systems 
having close l::~ and l:~~ values show the same or even better agreement between 1;:J 
and lr~!t values. Naturally, thc lr~~ and n~J values can even be exactly the same, if the 
1 r<:J approach is applied to a system whose one group is symmetrical and is con
sidered to be the top, too. But we found two substantial serious deficiencies of the 
approximation of 1,<:J by l,r:~ as compared with the approximation of n~ld by l;~~. 
Firstly, in contrast to J~~l~ (and essentially to l:~~), the Ir~~ term depends (when eva
luated for a system of two groups G 1 and G 2 , at least one of them being asymmetric) 
on frame- top assignment. This can easily be understood in view of the above-given 
proof of independency between I ::J and this assignment. The proof is based on identity 
of the classical rotational kinetic energy in the two possible frame-top assignments; 
thi s identity follows immediately from the schemel 0 of J :~l~ derivation. Now if we arti
ficially let B, B', C, C', U, and U' [or a pair of asymmetric tops be equal to zero, 
so that formula for I :~lJ reduces formally to that for 1 r~~' the conditions (! 3) will read 
as follows: 

J.i,z(A + A' - !J = 0 (i = 1, 2,3) . (14) 

Obviously, Eqs (14) cannot generally bold for a pair of asymmetric tops. Conse
quently, if a pair of tops, at least one of which is an asymmetric one, are treated 
as symmetrical tops, then the resulting values Ir~3 and J:'~~) are generally different. 
The second deficiency of approximating 1 ::J by lr~J for an asymmetric tapis that the 
resulting reduced moment of inertia may be negative (Table 1), which essentially 
prevents its application in partition function of internal rotation. None of these 
two deficiences is encountered with the approximation of n:J by 1 r<~J . Thus, in some 
cases the calculation of reduced moment of inertia of a system with one asymmetric 
top carried out in terms of the I r~'~ approximation provides a closer agreement with the 
exact vallie 1 ::~ than that carried out by the 1 ~~J approximation, but, with respect 
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to the mentioned two defects, it is advisable to replace the 1;:J value (if it had to be 
replaced by a value from a simpler model) by 1;:~ rather than by 1r~J. 

In the particular case of the van der Waals molecules CIF.HF and HF.ClF, the 
results of Table I indicate considerably low values of 1~:J: for example, those values 
are even lower than reduced moment of inertia8 ,Z9,3o of DZd form of (HZ)2' This 
fact is undoubtedly connected with the arrangements of FCIF and FHF atoms (in the 
HF.CIF and CIF.HF complexes, respectively) being not much deviated from linear
ity. Figure 1 presents dependence of 1;:J and products 111213 of the two complexes 
on the respective deviation from linearity (the angles CIFF and HFF, respectively), 
values of the other structural parameters being kept at their 4-31G values l2

• The 
values 1r<:J were found to be extremely sensitive to these deviations from linearity. 
Es pecially sensitive is the 1r~J value of HF.CIF which is doubled and lowered to about 

b 

I 

20 
2-83 

120 

//,//'/ 

o L----,-------'"-------r''------,----'2·82 

4CIFF,° 4 

FIG. I 

Dependences of reduced moment of inert a 1/:J (solid lines) and of product of principal central 
moments of inertia 111z13 (dashed lines) on the deviation from linearity (angle ClFF and angle 
HFF for HF.CIF (a) and CIF.HF (b) structure, resp.) of quasilinear triad of atoms in the isomers; 
solid and dashed arrows indicate the equilibrium value of the angle in 4-31G and 4-31G* ap
proach 1Z , resp., and. indicates the value of 1~~l. For the purpose of this figure, all the structural 
parameters were taken from 4-31G calculations and only the angle ClFF or HFF was varied 
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one fifth, respectively, when changing the 4-31G equilibrium value of the ClFF 
angle by ±1°. The angles CIFF and HFF (in the complexes HF.ClF and CIF.HF, 
respectively) playa unique role with respect to the Ir(:l values: similar variation of the 
other bond angle (i.e. HFF and CIFF in the HF.CIF and CIF.HF complexes, res
pectively) has a negligible effect on the I ::l value. Moreover, it should be stressed 
that the products of principal moments of inertia 111213 (in contrast to the 1 ~:J 
values) show a substantially smaller sensitivity to deviations from linearity: whereas 
ratio of the greatest and the smallest values (within the interval of values considered 
in Fig. 1) I~:J for HF.CIF and CIF.HF is about 45 and 5, respectively, the correspond
ing ratios of the I II 21 3 products are only about 2 and 1'004, respectively. Structural 
characteristics of the two complexes depend essentially on choice of basis 12 .3 1. 

Although changes of these characteristics themselves with changes of the basis set 
need not necessarily be dramatic, they can even cause changes in order of mangitude 
of the Ir(:J value (ej. n:J of HF.CIF evaluated within the 4-31G and 4-31G* basis 
sets, respectively). Considering results in Fig. 1 and Table I, it can be concluded 
that the error caused by the evaluation of reduced moment of inertia of either of the 
complexes within the Ir(~J approach (instead of Ir(:J approach) is smaller than the 
error due to application of values of different basis set. 

So far the thermodynamic characteristics offormation of the complexes HF.CIF (A) 
and ClF.HF (B) have been obtained2 ,12 with the use of approximative Ired values of 
the two associates (e.g., I:~J values2

). Therefore, this paper presents a reevaluation 
of thermodynamics of the processes (A) and (B) as well as of the overall process (C) 
(in which the both isomeric complexes are considered side by side) with application of 
the correct I~:~ values. 

HF (g) + CIF (g) ~ HF.CIF (g) (A) 

HF (g) + CIF (g) ~ CIF.HF (g) (B) 

HF (g) + CIF (g) ~ HF- CIF (g) (C) 

Parallel thermodynamic calculations were carried out for two quality levels of struc
tural and energy characteristics of the two complexes as suggested in ref. 12 . We used 
(i) the structural, vibrational, and energy data obtained12 in terms of 4-31G basis 
set and (ii) a modified set of these parameters in which the 4-31G terms of potential 
energy changes accompanying the processes (A) and (B) were replaced by the 4-31G* 
values. Relative stability of the two isomeric complexes can easily be studied in terms 
of the weighting factors4 ,19 ,32 Wi which will be used further for transition from the 
characteristics of the partial processes (A), (B) to total values connected with the 
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overall process (C). The temperature dependences of the weighting factors are 
presented in Fig. 2 for a broad temperature range. Obviously, the replacement 
of J :~~ by I ::J value causes an increase in relative stability of the CIF.HF isomer to the 
detriment of relative stability of the HF.ClF isomer. However, these changes in values 
of the weighting factors do not exceed 0·08 for any of the two considered sources 
of molecular parameters. 

Analysis of mutual stabilities of the two isomers is significant with respect to inter
pretation of experimental data on the HF-CIF system. At the present time, the non
-hydrogen-bonded complex (HF.Cl F) is the only form which has been observed33

,34, 

while its hydrogen-bonded counterpart (ClF.H F) has gone undetected. With the 
aim of evaluation of results of all reasonable combinations of existing theoretical 
data on the two complexes, the above-given sets (i) and (ii) of the molecular data 
used in refs 2

.
12 were extended by a third set involving both structural and energy 

characteristics derived from 4-31G * calculations1 2 (Table II) . ]f all tbe molecular 
parameters come from the 4-31G calculation, then the hydrogen-bonded structure 
appears distinctly more stable in the whole broad temperature range of Fig. 2, which 
contrad icts experimental fi nd ings 33

.
34

. However, possibi lity of higher stability of the 

t,v
1 
1°ll~" """ """" ""'; 

05] 

L/·// .. ··· o '--~--r----,....-_....J 

250 K 750 

FIG.2 

Temperature dependences of weights wi of the isomers HF.CI F 1 and CIF.HF 2 for the 4-31 G (a) 

and 4-31 G* (b) energetics: solid lines w i based on I;:J, dashed lines wi based2 on I:~J. The struc
tural data were in a ll cases taken from the 4-31 G calculations12 
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HF.ClF structure is brought by the transition from description of energy of the 
processes (A), (B) in terms of 4-31G to a description in larger basis sets 2 ,12,31. 

Let us, therefore, restrict our further description of energy to the more perfect 
basis set 4-31G* ; the results given in Fig. 2 and Table II can then be summarized 
as follows. At very low temperatures (at least below 40 K), HF.ClF forms predomi
nant component (at least 90%) of equilibrium mixture of the two isomers. The various 
approaches tested in Table II agree in giving relatively close values of this critical 
temperature (the greatest difference makes 20 K). Further increase in temperature 
results in mutual approaching of concentrations of the two isomers, equal concentra
tions being not attained until at 90 K (there are, however, considerable differences 
between individual used approximations in localization of this point of stability 
inversion). Further increase in temperature above this inversion point results in an 
only very slow increasing of relative concentration of the hydrogen-bonded isomer 
CIF.HF which appears to be relatively more stable but not distinctly predominant 
component of the equilibrium mixture above the inversion temperature. However, 
the absolute stabilities of the two isomers decrease systematically with increasing 
temperature. In the context of the paper it is interesting that the temperature at which 
the non-hydrogen-bonded isomer forms about 90% of the equilibrium mixture 
of isomers depends but little on type of approximation of Ired' whereas the tempera
ture of inversion (50% of each isomer) depends on the source of Ired much more 
distinctly (Table 11). The experimental generation itself of the HF-CIF system33

,34 

was carried out by supersonic expansion of a mixture of HF, ClF, and Ar. Tempera
ture in such experiments depends on several factors and can reach very low values35 

TABLE II 

Temperatures leading to some distinct relative concentrations (90, 50, and 40%) of the non
-hydrogen-bonded isomer HF.CIF in the equilibrium mixture of both isomers 

Quality of Quality of Approximation T, K a 

molecular potential 
of Ir ed 

structure energy 90% 50% 40% 

4-31G 4-3IG* I(e) 
r ed 40 120 210 

lI s ) 
rcd 

40b 90b 130b 

I(a) 
rcd 40 90 130 

4-3IG* 4-3IG* I (e) 
red 60 

I\s ) 
r cd 

SOb 540b 

Ila) 
red 50 300 

---. -~--------.--------- -. . _- ------ - - --_.-
a The temperature interval 10-1 000 K was examined and the critica l temperatures rounded 
off to tens. b H atom considered as a top. 
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which may decrease far below the mentioned 40 K predicted in this paper as the 
temperature under which the non-hydrogen-bonded isomer should form more than 
90% of the equilibrium mixture. If, in addition to it, the relative high signal-ta-noise 
ratio (ref. 34) is taken into account, then the agreement between experimental findings 
and theoretical data on HF-CIF system can be considered reasonable within the 
4-31G* term of potential energy. 

Let us now deal with the problem of prediction of partial and total thermodynamic 
characteristics of the HF and ClF associates. The first step is calculation of the partial 
characteristics, i.e. those connected with the processes (A) and (B) creating the indi
vidual associates. Partial I1H~.i terms are not essentially affected by transition from 

r---.----------------j 
I'" ? I 

-,~~ 
~~1 --L __ --------- I 

] I I 

-
151 i 

1~ IK 500 

FIG. 3 

Temperature dependences of the standard enthalpy !J.H¥ and en t ropy !J.S¥ fm the partial ('{ or 2 -
see Fig . 2) an d overall associations of HI" and elF: the upper figures 4-31G energetics, thc lower 
f,gures 4- 31 G* energetics, solid lines total values based on l:~'d, dashed lines partial va l lies 
based on I;~J, dash-dotted lines partial an d/o r total valL:es based2 on I;~J. The structural da ta 
were in all cases takcn from thc 4-31G calculalions J2

. Standard state in ideal gas phase a t 101325 

Pa pressure 
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n~J to Ir<:J. However, total values t,.H~, i.e. the values belonging to the overall process 
(C) and found on the basis of t,.I-1~ , i and Wi values through the weighting treat
ment4

, 19,32 are, in principle, dependent in the Ired values by means of the weight 
factors Wi' Nevertheless, the results given in Fig. 3 show an only very indistinct 
difference between the t,.H~ values obtained from the Ir~J approach and those obtained 
from the correct J ::J values. However, the results obtained from the (ii) source of mole
cular parameters are intersting from the point of view of general investigation of pro
perties of the weighting treatment. Curves of temperature dependences of the total 
t,.I-1~ term obtained with the use2 of both Ir<~J and Ir~J show, in the temperature 
interval studied, an unusual (cf.36) course with two local minima and one local 
maximum. Unusual increase in difference between overall enthalpy and the partial 
term due to the more stable structure with increasing temperature is also maintained 
within a certain temperature range (which has already been reported2 with applica
tion of the I~~J term) even in the case of employing the correct Jr<:~ values and the (ii) 
set of molecular parameters. These phenomena at the curves of temperature depen
dence of the total term t,.H~ are obviously connected37

,38 with the already men
tioned (Fig. 2) change of relative stability order of the two isomeric structures in the 
region of low temperatures . 

In contrast to the partial enthalpy values, the partial entropy terms t,.S~,i are 
affected by transition from n~J to J~:~, the effect being not always negligible; the change 
itself, however, is represented by a shift by a temperature-independent factor. This 

factor is insignificant in the process (B), due to close values J:~J and Jr<:J in the both 
approaches (i) and (i i). But in the case of the partial entropy term connected with the 
equilibrium (A), the decrease accompanying the transition from I:~J to J:~lJ is about 
2·7 J K -- I mol-I for the two approaches (i) and (ii). This represents the most signifi
cant change in the thermodynamics of the association of HF and elF caused by ap
plication of correct] r<:J instead of form er2 n~J. The total t,.S~ term is affected by this 
modification less distinctly than the mentioned partial term. In accordance with the 
t,.H~ term , the temperature dependence of t,.s~ term shows (with application of the (ii) 
parameters) three stationary points as well as a region where difference between the 
t,.si term and the partial value belonging to the more stable st ructure is decreased 
with increasing temperature. Thus it can be concluded by stating that replacement 
of I:~J values by more correct I r(:,: va lues maintains all qualitative features of thermo
dynamics of the processes (A)-(C) described 2 on the basis of the I~~~ values. More 
essential quantitative ch anges are only encounte red (in this correct ion) with some 
entropy terms. 

The results given in F ig. 3 represent now the best assessment of thermodynamics 
of the processes (A) -(C). With respect to experiment, particularly significant are 
the tota l characteri~; tic s of the process (C), because it can be expected tha t experi
mental investigation of thermodynamics of tbe association of HF and elF will 
provide37 , 38 total terms rather than partial values . Future investigations may bring 
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more precise theoretical values of thermodynamic characteristics of the processes 
(A)-(C) especially in connection with increasing quality of the used basis sets 
(which will be manifested in changes of geometry, energy, and force fields of the 
isomers studied) and also in connection with reliable evaluation of correlation ef
fects and respecting of apparent anharmonicity and non-rigidity of the individual 
structures in quality of the partition functions (for a more comprehensive discussion, 
see ref.Z). 

To maintain consistency, we used the conventional partition function of free 
intern<ll rotation 1Z in this plper. Let us mention, how.'!ver, that there exist two 
reasons for preference of application (to analogous situa tions) of partition function 
of harmonic torsional vibrational motion, viz. incJrre~t limit behaviour of partition 
function of free rotation in the region of low temperatures and low Ired and, further
more, the discontinuity in the partition function which appears on transition to 
strictly linear arrangement of quasi-linear triads of atoms in the complexes in ques
tion. As sllch linearization is possible31 , it would be very desirable to sec'ure continu
ous behaviour of partition function during such transition39 . None of the mentioned 
defects is found in the partition function of harmonic torsion motion. Its application, 
however, presumes reliable knowledge of the corresponding vibrational frequency, 
which can be connected (with respect to the fact that the required value is usually the 
smallest one in a set of intermolecular frequencies) with substantial demands for 
accuracy of numerical quantum-chemical calculations. Finally, let us mention that 
a qualitatively higher level of theoretical study of the HF-CIF system would be 
achieved by transition from its representation by means of two isolated frozen 
isomers to its treatment as a single system with fluxional behaviour (refs2 ,40 ,41). 

In spite of exceeding somewhat the scope of this paper, let us state that the results 
of Table I indicate that in the case of ClzS2 it would be necessary to define with more 
precision the partition function of internal rotation given in literature. Transition 
from the I:~J used in ref. 22 to n:J will cause that the entropy value22 must be lowered 
by about 2·72 J K - I mol- I. Similarly, contribution of internal rotation to the 
entropy of Cl2S2 given in ref.42 should be lowered by about 1·17 J K- I mol-I. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Possibility was studied of approximation of reduced moment of inertia I;:J of a system 
consisting of an asymmetric top attached to a rigid frame by artificial treating the 
top as a symmetrical one or by artificial treating the system as two coaxial tops. 
Although these approximations often lead to close agreement, there exist cases 
of considerable differences. The van der Waals molecule HF.CIF (unlike its isomer 
CIF.HF) belongs to the cases. It was shown that failure of the both rougher ap
proximations is due not only to value of off-balance factor lO

• According to the 
arguments gathered, calculation of Ir(:J (if it must be carried out at all by means 
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of a simpler model) should prefer the model of two coaxial tops to the approach 
of a symmetrical top. 

In the two isomeric structures representing the HF-ClF system, the I~~ was 
found to be extremely sensitive to equilibrium magnitudes of deviation from linearity 
in the quasi-linear three-atomic chain in these isomers. It was shown that the error 
caused in Ir~~ of these isomers by using the approach of two coaxial tops is smaller 
than the error due to transition to the other of the two basis sets (4-31G and 4-31G*) 
recently used 12 for the study of structure and energetics of the system. Future applica
tion of basis sets of better quality can, therefore, bring profound changes in I;:~ 
values of the two isomers in question. A reevaluation was carried out of thermo
dynamic characteristics of formation of the individual isomers and the whole asso
ciation with the use of correct Ir~~ values. The former values 2 based on the model 
of two coaxial tops are practically unaffected by the reevaluation, as far as the enthalpy 
term is concerned. Changes were encountered with the entropy terms, out of which 
the most affected is the standard entropy of association to the HF.ClF isomer (the 
decrease is about 2·7 J K- 1 mol- 1

). All qualitative features of interplay between 
partial and total thermodynamic values of HF and CIF association reported in ref. 2 

were, however, reproduced with application of the correct Ir(:~ value. Also it was 
proved that application of the 4-31G* energetics leads to agreement with reality, 
viz. that only the non-hydrogen-bonded isomer has been observed experimentally 
so far. It was shown that, within the terms of 4-31G* energy data, the HF.ClF isomer 
represents a fully predominant component of the equilibrium mixture of the two 
isomers up to at least 40 K, whereas equimolar ratio is not reached until at the 
temperature of 90 K. The ClF.HF isomer becomes more abundant component of the 
equilibrium mixture above the temperature of this inversion, but it never becomes 
fully predominant component. Also it was shown that application of partition 
function of harmonic torsion motion instead that of internal free rotation can exhibit 
certain physical advantages in analogous situations . 

Note added in proof: After submitting this article the problem of incorrect limit behaviour 
of partition function of free internal rotation (discussed on p. 3218) was solved43 . In connec
tion with the marginal problem of Cl2S2 it should be mentioned that there are also two44 ,45 

evaluations of its thermodynamic functions based on full (harmonic) vibrational partition func
tion and a third, newer calculation46 (the methodology of which is however not specified47 

enough). 
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